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Mayor Miller has been in office a
year and a half. She talks here to
Joan Baril.
Mayor Miller- being a mayor is a
don't say that to
great privilege.
really mean it. The
be corny.
hours are incredible, basically from
really like it.
9.a.m. until midnight.
I

I

I

However the constant social round is
a little difficult. It's a matter of
one's taste and interests.
The banquet circuit is interesting
to me because
get to know a lot of
people
might otherwise not meet.
see a lot of worlds.
had no idea
how many different worlds there are
in Thunder Bay. Because of my own
interests,
wasn't very familiar with
the sports-world and within this the
skiing world, the car racing world
and so on.
have found getting to
know how this city works in terms of
the relationships between groups fascinating.
However, people expect me to go out
all day Saturdays and Sundays which
means I've had one day off in eight
weeks... so
would say
like the
job very much. The challenge is always there.
I

I

I

I

The problem for women in politics is
the training and conditioning which
does not make them aggressive. There
is a need for women to learn to speak
out, to stick to a point and not give
in, to hang in there for what they
really believe. Women, because of
their conditioning, are super-sensitive to criticism. They take criticism
very personally but men learn to take
it at a young age when a lot of them
were involved in sports or competitions and they got used to joshing
each other and taking their lumps.
You can't survive in politics unless
you can take it. You've got to be
able to dish it out as well.

I

I

I

I

Joan- What kind of background do you
need for a job like this?

the home is a kind of
microcosm of city
business

Joan- you can get criticized by the
press. Taking your lumps publicly,
that is tough.
Mayor Miller- yes, but
had some
preparation through my years in the
theatre. There is no one more exposed
than an actor or a director. As a
director
have been torn into strips
and stamped on by the media and I've
been praised as well. You learn after
a while not to pay that much attention
to the praise which can be just as
meaningless as the blame.
I

I

Joan- you acted as well as directed.
Do you think the skills of acting are
- any help to you?
Mayor Miller- yes. I'm aware of these
skills and
think
use them unconsciously,
example a sense of presence and a lack of nervousness before an audience. Of course, sometimes
before getting up before a large group
of people
feel uneasy but it's that
fun kind of tenseness you have when
you are waiting in the wings ready to
go on. That kind of stage fright gives
you the lift you need.
I

Mayor Miller- It's amazing how the
skills and experience you've had
throughout your life help.
In some
ways
feel being Mayor is really a
natural extension of being a homemaker. The average woman in a house
deals with plumbers and other repair
people, the children and their recreation, the old people and the homes
for the aged, with budgets and trying
to make ends meet by saying, "ok there
is only so much money, what are the
priorities?"
The home is kind of a microcosm of
city business. If you think about it
in that way, my job is looking after
a lot of houses.
This is why municipal politics is
such a good field for a woman. It's
so close to the nitty gritty stuff we
deal with every day such as blocked
up sewers or the future planning we
have to do to get the improvements
we want for our home. We can plan for
our home. We can plan for a single
house but we also think about the
neighbourhood needs.
I

Joan- so often when
look at plans
for a city of the future,
feel they
are not on a human scale at all. They
are grandiose, someone thinking in
science-fiction terms. No corner stores
or play grounds. The planner forgets
that there are kids.

I

I

Joan- what about public speaking?
Mayor Millernever prepare anything
in advance for a five minute speech, a
greeting or a welcome or that sort of
presentation.
found
used to, but
the results too formal.
But
must prepare longer speeches and
the real problem is getting the time.
I've been working in snatches on one
speech all week. Actually
need more
help, especially with the piles of reports and documents which face me. I'm
probably the only mayor of a city this
size which does not have an executive
assistant.
keep raising the point at
budget time.
haven't won so far but
I'm not giving up.

Joan-

remember a speech you made 2
years ago, referring to the period of
austerity which is now upon us.
I

Mayor Miller- yes, municipalities are
hard hit by inflation and especially
in energy costs. We run a transit system, city vehicles of many types,
plus we have a lot of buildings to
heat. So that makes a big dent. Also
the amount of money we aet from the
province has not increased in proportion so in effect we are going slightly
backwards.
Joan- at that time you said that the
maintenace of social services was a
priority in this tight money situation.
Mayor Miller- My main goal is not to
lose anything we have at present.
think we have pretty good homes for
the aged, good parks and recreation.
The biggest need now, and this is not
just the responsibility of the city,
is rent geared to income housing. Hopefully, as our non profit corporation
gets going, we will be able to develop
more such housing.
I

I

I

I

daycare

I

I

I

I

Joan- do you do any pleasure reading?

I

Joan- what about day-care?
Mayor Millerthink we have excellent
day-care.
don't want to see the cost
to parents go up any more. The city
sets the fees and we have increased
them because the costs were increasing
enormously. However low income people
pay a lesser fee or perhaps no fee at
all. For a person earning $12,000 or
$13,000 a year the cost of day-care is
really, really hard. One of our programs that is the envy of other cities
is our infant home care.
I

I

I

Mayor Miller- yes, whereas these are
things that women never forget. My
experience on city council is that
woman pay a lot of attention to social
needs. They are very aware of them.

Mayor Miller- I'm a reading addict.
often cannot get to sleep unless
read a few pages of something totally
different just to wind down. So
read
escape stuff, thrillers, current fiction. I've just bought two new books,
Mordecai Richter's "Joshua Then and
Nod' and Margaret Drabble's latest
novel.
like both authors' work very
I

I

Joan- What kind of political background
do you have?

I

continued page 4

I

much.
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EDITOR&
The Journal Collective was excited
to hear that a group of women are organizing together around the issue of
We support
post partum depression.
and welcome the creation of such groups
the benefits that are derived both
fc
by the women who participate within
them, and by the rest of us who benefit
from all sharing that occurs between
women.
All activities that break down
barriers between women and lead to a
higher level of communication contribute to our mutual well being because
they refute the myths that entrap
women.
Groups of women sharing information
about issues like post partum depres-

sion will be able to cut through the
myths and fruitfully compare their individual realities.
For example, post partum depression
has been the focus of many theories and
hypotheses which may or may not be correct when tested by personal experience.
It may be that prolonged post partum depression is induced by women's
attempts to live up to the pervasive
perfect wife, perfect mother image that
the media has created, their depression
resulting from attempting to meet an
impossible ideal.
Equally, it may be that post partum
depression is related in part to traumatic, humiliating birth experiences
which result in misplaced anger direct-

ed at the child and the resultant g
being the cause of the depression.
Or it may be that post partum d
pression is a reaction to the emoti
ally exhausting experience of feeli
oneself isolated without support fr
both men and women, totally alone a
feeling responsible for the physica
and mental wellbeing of a young chi
These possibilities and others
be explored by the women that are e
periencing them first hand and not
Only then w
to male theoreticians.
the natural and non-natural factors
volved in post partum depression be
distinguished and only then will wo
receive the treatment that they nee
alleviate and hopefully eliminate t
condition.

*************************************
*
1

*IS THERE AN ASTERISK ON YOUR
LABEL ?

PLEASE RENEW YOUR SUBSCRIPTION

et

trs

Dear Journal Collective:
thoroughly enjoyed Melissa
Tefft's interview with a local midwife and found the woman's own account of her birthing experience
inspiring and beautiful. The information and attitudes expressed in
reach all
the two articles
North American women who are interested in having children.
recently gave birth in a local
hospital and would like to share
some reflections on the experience.
One thing that should be acknowledged right off, is that hospitals
are changing. It is no longer true,
for example, that the child is
"whisked' away from the parents immediately after it is born, as the
article states. The importance of
initial bonding has finally been
acknowledged by hospitals. Even in
the instance of a Caesarian section
the father of the child holds the
child immediately after it is born.
We were allowed to spend as much
time as we liked with our baby, and
nursed him as soon as we were
moved out of the delivery room.
Breastfeeding is actively encouraged
but there are few problems in the
hospital approach.
think it is important to recognize that the whole costly institutional approach to healthcare
hampers not only the natural process of childbirth, but general
physical and mental well-being in
all people. The reversal process
that is currently taking place on
maternity wards all over Canada is
a slow one. Because hospitals are
characterized by the people who work
there, childbirth is a hit and miss
thing. It depends on who is working
a particular shift when you happen
to come in, what kind of mood they
I

I

I

I

I,

tEd[tnl

otigetn. Woman s

*
;,c

***********************************

are in, and whether or not they have
a progressive approach to child
bearing. Our greatest adversary
during the labour part of the hospital stay was a head nurse who kept
asking the doctor, "Shall we kick
dad out of the room now?". Fortunately the doctor attending was more
interested in what we wanted than
what she thought was appropriate.
Again, it was by chance that we
were dealing with a doctor who is
interning. He
and completely without the authoritarian or paternalistic manner that
so many doctors cultivate over the
years. We were treated as fellow
human beings. The atmosphere was
casual and several members of our
family were able to come and go and
be part of things.
The ironic thing about the birth
and this reinforces what the interview brought out, was that there was
a midwife present but she was dutiknew
fully stationed at my head.
instinctively that she was a midwife
partly because of her Scottish accent
and so afterwards when she was left
asked her what she
to finish up.
thought of being stripped of her
qualifications here in Canada. She
was obviously discouraged by it. She
said that it was fairly ridiculous,
that she had delivered hundreds of
babies and that in straightforward
births such as mine, there was no
reason why she had to watch a doctor
deliver the baby. The question is:
how can women help midwives to become
licenced practitioners in Canadian
hospitals so that our own alternatives

2nd (Wonzan't credit Union in eanaz
Sviciing as Women of ,Alod4u,estetn. L
5-4 COURT ST. S. THUNDER BAY

ONTA

HOURS

tuesdays & fridays
10 a.m. TO 5

P.M.

( closed for lunch 1-2)
thu rs days 7 p.m. TO 9 p.m
PH.

3 45-3 112

SHARE ACCOUNTS

TERM DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS
6 months 10% / 1

year

10.5

I

I

improve?

The stay in the hospital afterwards turned out to be a lot of fun,
was in a
again because of chance.
room with two other women who were
also very happy about what had just
happened to them, and we were able to
share a lot of information and enjoy
I

continued page 9

Dear Sisters:
haven't missed any
hope
do read and keep
issues, because
devour eactevery one. Actually,
Journal when it arrives, from firs
to last page, and then pass it on
do hope that my pas
other women.
sing around the copies will add tc
your subscription list. The issue
Health has had exceptionally wide
reading covera(-, in our area.
We recently (and at last!) for
a Women's Education group in the F
Lake area (in February) and hope
put on a Women & Health Conference
next year, in conjunction with the
The evacual
Ignace Women's group.
of our area in May, due to forest
fires, seems to have scuttled int(
est in further meetings for the dL
at ion of this summer, but we hope
get back on the track in September
Meanwhile, good luck in your (
forts to keep the Northern Woman
I

I

I

I

I

I

Kay Tingley
Red Lake, Ontario
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IF you decide to revert to your maiden name, after using your husband's
name, you should take the following
steps:
1/ Inform the community by notifying
friends, employers, your community
groups etc;
2/ Notify creditors and change credit
cards, have bank accounts changed,
and notify the local credit bureau
requesting that your credit file be
changed to your maiden name;
3/ Change your Social Insurance Card;
4/ Applu for a driver's licence and
motor vehicle registration to be
issued in your maiden name. A copy of
your birth certificate should be en-

THUNDER CLAP
To Mickey Murray for rising

THUNDER BOLT

closed.

The Notthetn Woman Joutna
iz istatting a Zega kn4otmation
caumn and wetcomez que4tion4
{tom out teadetz.

(LC ate

ptoviding geneta in4otmation
only and
women tequite
6utthet more ,specic iniotmation that' may need to conztat

eithet a zai-counza book, a
Zega.2 ainic on a .haw yen.
Can I revert to my maiden name if I
separate from my husband?
In Ontario, you can revert to your
maiden name upon separation as long
as you are not doing it to deceive
anyone (such as avoiding creditors).
This is done without a court order,
and simply means reversing the steps
that you took upon marriage to change
your name to that of your husband.

THE

However, it will be difficult to persuade some government agencies- such
as the Passport office- to change
these documents without either a court
order or a divorce. To change your
passport, you can make a formal application for a change of name, and
obtain an Order from the District
Court.
There are several requirements that you must fulfill before
this Order will be made. First, you
must have lived in your County or
District for one year before making
the application, and you must be separated for more than five years. Generally, it will be more advisable to
apply for a divorce if you are very
concerned about changing your passport
or citizenship papers. Upon divorce,
just as upon marriage, you can change
your name without a court order and
you would include in any request for
a passport a copy of your Decree Absolute to prove that you are divorced.

TREE

HAS

TO

The tree had to go. June regarded it
with all the malevolence she was capable of. She willed it to fall, but
the old jack-pine stood sturdily in
the path of the afternoon sun, its
lightening blasted limbs with the grey
moss of death hanging in rags. Only
the top, its green slowly turning to
rust, like a monument to life after
death persisted in the birthing of a
few stunted cones.

Pot Luck Lunch
FRIDAY AUGUST 15th

12 NOON

Women's Place
316 Bay Street
Thunder Bay

Bring a friend

GO

plant the sun flowers there, perhaps a
mistake to plant them anywhere, rather
than to see them stunted and mean of
flower as they struggled for survival
in the shade.
They are like women she thought, and
anger flooded her again, the damn tree
was dead, even the robins knew it, they
nested safely in the swaying green
branches of the white pine, she understood them perfectly, one does not
build ones nest in blasted branches.
It was getting harder and harder to
Or do we, she asked herself? Do we
find sun space for the garden. She had
mistake stubborness for strength, and
a feeling they moved in the night, some dying
moss for life? Are we like suncollective determination to squeeze
flower
seeds planted in the shade for
her out of production. Their roots lay
a purpose.
beneath the surface bleeding acid into
Who fears the potential of the full
the soil and sucking up sustenance
bloom, who saps the root and bars
us
like a giant web. It was a mistake to
from the sun?

%1Lcommerzeeb Kta Oin9

To the Ogden Community News (Vol 5,
June 1980, number 3) for using the
paper as a vehicle for blatent
promotion of anti-choice (Right to
Life) sic., views.

by Gert Beadle

The tree was protected, there was no
question that an imbalance of power
had marshalled itself in it's defence.
It had become as a matter of fact a
symbol of such importance that to mention it at all brought instant confrontation and defensive action. June
had begun to dream about it; the smell
of turpentine, the blood of the jackpine pervaded her bedroom in the mornings. She chopped it down, she blew
it up, she set it on fire, she felled
it with a saw. Something about the deformed and dying old tree offended her
sense of justice. Her entire sympathies
rested with the tender green plants now
turning yellow with malnutrition and
lack of sunshine. Should anything or
anyone have that much power?
It gave her no pleasure to know she
could negotiate it's removal. If she
resorted to the kind of games she had
once thought were necessary, that control can be magnanimous as a gesture of
personal favors and expected some coin
in return.

Non-Fiction

Fiction

Towards An Anthropology of Women,
edited by Rayna Reiter
Women's Work, Women's Health - Myths
and Realities - Jeanne M. Stellman
* Scream Quietly Or The Neighbours
Will Hear - Erin Pizzey
Marxism And Feminism - Dorothy E.
Smith
* Good Day Care - Getting It, Keeping
It, Fighting For It - edited by
Kathleen Gallagher Ross

A Jest of God - Margaret Lawrence
Orlando - Virgina Woolf
* The Golden Notebook - Doris Lessing
Science Fiction

* Women of Wonder --edited by Pamela
Sargent

*

Available in the Women's Centre
lending library.

Nothing less than a mutual appreciation
of the sun would satisfy her, it must
come as a spontaneous recognition that
beauty has a right to it's potential,
and whatever threatened that beauty
must be cut down.
Having established this fundemental
truth she saw no reason not to hasten
the process. Going underground she took
the axe and severed the tap roots from
the tree carefully, arranging the soil
to conceal her heresay. " Be patierit",
she told the sunflowers, "a tree without roots cannot stand'.
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MAYOR MILLER

other point.
If you ask a woman why
she is involved or interested in something she'll say "I'm learning a lot",
think
might have said it when
people asked me about being mayor.
wonder what would happen if we
ask a man the same question. Wouldn't
he be likely to say, "It's a good job.
The challenge is good and so is the
advancement.
I'm making a pretty
decent salary and hope to make more
in the future."
Most men will speak
directly. Women tend to disguise
their ambitions. They believe it's
"not dond' to admit to wanting more
money, more status, more power to
make changes. Everything is explained in terms of self-improvement.

view in Ottawa and Queen's Park.
feel
sad when
remember the small number of
women at the Federal or Provincial
level. In the House of Commons which
has 281 seats only 14 are held by women.
The Ontario Legislature has 6 women out
of125 seats.
think it's appalling.
Pitiful.
I

I

Mayor Miller- I've been involved as a
backroom person helping other people
get elected since my late teens.
thoroughly enjoyed it and like most
women never, ever contemplated running
for office myself. What commonly happens is that other people think a
woman would make a good candidate and
they then try to persuade her and twist
her arm. When that happened to me, you
could have knocked me over with a feather. So,
became a candidate willynilly.
was terrified. Because the
election had been expected much earlier
than actually occurred,
was a can didate for a year and a half.
really
hated that long period when nothing
happened.
The media isn't interested
in a candidate before the campaign;
was supposed to "make myself known"
and you know how difficult that is.
But once the election was called
actually began to enjoy it. There was
plenty to do.
I

I

I

Joan- what is the reason do you think?
Mayor Miller- a lot of it has to do
with the attitudes we develop.
Joan- did you escape that?

I

I

I

I

Joan- did you win?
Mayor Miller - no,
didn't win but
said to myself "ok
didn't win but
perhaps I'll try again." Now it so
happened that it was a municipal elecwas becoming interested
tion year.
in civic issues through my involvement
with the Social Planning Council. So
decided to try for city council and
this time it was totally my own decision. In fact Tom, my husband, who is
very supportive, thought
should
choose the Federal or Provincial levels
but
realized
really wanted to be
in municipal government so
ran and
was elected and in the next election
was elected again. But
became unhappy as an alderman with the situation
at City Hall so
decided to quit.
was irritated by many things especially
the leadership problem. Then
thought
"to heck with quitting.
really enjoy
this job and I'm fairly good at it, so
why don't
have a go at the mayor's
position? If I'm going to leave, I'd
rather leave trying to be mayor than
resigning as alderman".
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Joan- studies show that women have a
better success rate in municipal polutics.

I

I

young women. today
still tend to believe
jobs
obs don't count

Joan - Does the city have an
affirmative action program?

Mayor Miller- no, it doesn't.

Mayor Miller- no,no.
think
had as
Joan- You are the senior administrator
much conditioning as anybody else.
What
qualities are needed to succeed
might have escaped it somewhat througi
in
administration?
the theatre by becoming a director in
my early twenties. That built up my
Mayor Miller- Physical stamina. I'm
confidence. I've been reading a fasoften amazed at the long hours of the
cinating book called "Managerial Womadministration at the City Hall. It's
an".
don't agree with everything but
important to be able to plan and make
it makes some important points. It
decisions. Letting things drag never
says that young women today still tend
works. You have to trust your ability
to believe that their jobs don't count
to make decisions and you can do that
for much. When they marry they don't
if you have done the proper planning
see their career as important. They
beforehand and if you have the inforwant to have some kind of a job and to
mation. Information is important. One
travel but they still believe that
insisted upon when
of the things
they are going to be looked after and
took the mayor's job was to be kept
protected even though more and more
might never say much
fully informed.
women are out in the work force because
or
get
involved
with
that particular
they have to and they are not being
want
to
know
what's hapissue
but
looked after at all. These women don't
am
well briefbelieve
pening.
And
make career decisions during their
ed.
twenties. They wait until they are 32
or 35 and suddenly realize they are
Joan- What about the men you work with
going to be working for the rest of
their lives. At this point they start
see them as collegues
Mayor Millerto look at the jobs up the ladder and
believe they view me the same.
and
realize they can do them. But they've
They don't hold back their opinions
lost the 10 or 15 years which a man
when I'm in the room and they certainuses to make career decisions and set
wouldn'
ly don't treat me gently and
goals. Men might even take a lesser
want them to treat me
want them to.
paying job to gain the experience they
as a person and if they disagree with
want to fulfil their plans. Men are
me they have every right to say so. Tc
not ashamed to admit they have ambisome degree, a woman sets the standarc
tions and they want to move up the
as to how she wants to be treated. Yoi
ladder. Now obviously I'm not speaking
can't expect favours.
of everyone, but
come into contacti
with with a great many male managers
Joan- what about the "Old Boy Network"
this is what
see. Many of them have
their plans formulated by their early
Mayor Miller- Let's face it; we live
twenties while women do not. So at the
in a man's world. Our world is almost
age of 34-35 a woman realizes she
completely
created by men for men, an
doesn't want to do the same job for
women have gone along with this to son
the rest of her life. She wants to
degree. It wouldn't be so much of a
earn more money, aquire more status or
man's
world if women hadn't agreed to
At this point she
have more challenge.
let
it.
All the organizations, all the
has a serious catch-up to go through.
social institutions and the way we
The other point concerns the passivity
live have been set up by men for men.
of women, even very competent women.
don't think this is to change
They don't aspire; they wait to be
rapidly.
think we can find
But
chosen. They'll work away and impress
ways to penetrate through.
people with their competence until one
day somebody realizes this competence
could be used in an advanced position.
To sum up,
hope women will work on
So, suddenly a woman finds herself
being more aggressive, will work on
singled out and given a chance. That's
standing up and speaking out about
didn't aspire
what happened to me.
what they care about and believe in;
nearly
to that first nomination.
that they'll trust themselve more and
fainted when thay offered it to me.
recognize that they have something
was lucky in a way. But'you can't count
important to give and politics is one
on some one finding you, passively
way of giving.
waiting for people to notice you. To
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Mayor Miller- there is the hurdle of
getting the party nomination in Provincial or Federal elections. More and
more women are getting nominated but,
lets face it, they are often nominated
as sacrifice candidates in seats where
there is not much hope of winning. Women
are fairly successful in municipal
politics.
don't think there is a
council in Canada that doesn't have at
least one woman. The year
was elected
Ontario municipalities returned nine
women mayors. As
have said municipal
politics is natural for a woman because
the issues concern her household. Also
a woman with children can remain in
the city whereas Federal and Provincial
politicians have to pull up stakes. The
men do it, of course; and that is expected. Thus we have the difference between a man's world and a woman's. It's
difficult for a woman to move her residence unless she is single or very independent. But
think that this too is
going to change. In my opinion there is
an enormous need for a woman's point of
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

be successful you have to let people
know that you want to be found. An-

***
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The Saudi's share a view of honour
which has been floating around the
Mediterranean world for centuries. The
honour of the family resides with the
women of the family and specifically
resides in the women's sexuality and
adherence to the sexual rules. This
puts the woman in a terrible position.
In order for the family honour to be
safe-guarded she must be closeted
away, restricted, covered up. Her
whole existence, her human-ness, her
mind and body her freedom of movement
and behaviour are sacrificed and become
The
an appendage to her sexuality.
seclusion of women, which was practiced in Ancient Greece as well as in
other cultures was not part of original
Islamic society but was added later.
Seclusion and frequent childbearing this is woman's role according to tradBut educated Saudi woitionalists.
man are reported to feel bitterness
at the constant frustration and repression of daily life.
The furor created by the movie and
attempts of the Saudi Government to ban
it is not caused only by its negative
portrayal of women. The movie, in the
Saudi view, dishonours the Royal family.
Also the film accuses the Royal family,
which has taken a position of leadership
among world Muslims, of ignoring Islamic
law.

As far as
know, no future showings
of the documentary are planned either
here or in the U.S. This is a shame.
The film is excellent and
beleive the
main facts (with exception of the desert
scene) to be true. That scene fades from
memory. What remains is a picture of a
seventeen year old girl, swathed in dark
cloth, kneeling in a public square,
murdered.
I

by Joan Baril

Many nations of the world are
hyper-sensitive of criticism, especially if it's true.
The Turks protested
cruelities of Turkish prison life shown
in the movie "Midnight Express"; the
Philippines banned the movie "Jaquae'
because it showed the realities of
slum life in Manila and the government of Saudi Arabia did its best to
muffle the British documentary "Death of a Princess".
But Saudi Arabia has the added advantage of being one of the richest
and most powerful nations on earth and
has precipitated international incidents to prevent the showing of the
film. When it was televised in Britain,
the Saudi's expelled the British ambassador to their country.
In the U.S. the State Department,
Exxon Corporation and Mobil Corporation
at the request of Saudi Arabia, put
pressure on the Public Broadcasting
System (P.B.S.) to prevent the airing
of the film. Mobile, which produces 750
of Saudi oil and Exxon together donate
nine million dollars a year to P.B.S.
The Saudis claim the film is inaccurate and offensive. Why does this
film rate such high level pressure?
In 1977 a Saudi princess, a member
of the ruling family was publically
shot. Along side her, a young man, her
lover, was beheaded. The documentary
is supposedly a "reconstruction" of the
actual events.
According to the documentary, after
the double execution, rumours were
spread (by the royal tamiIy?) that the
princess, a married woman, had taken a
lover while attending university in
Lebanon and after being discovered,
was tried according to the strict
Islamic law on adultery; was condemmed because she admitted her guilt and
was legally executed for adultery.

The facts, as proposed by the movie
were quite different. The girl did not
go to university nor did she find a
lover while travelling abroad. Everything happened within Saudi Arabia although the country is not specifically
named in the film.
The princess was one of a group of
Royal women, poorly educated, with no
meaningful projects allowed them, who
spend their days shut up in luxurious
palaces, tended by servants and dying
by degrees of boredom and idleness.
The film claims that some of these
women were able to elude the restrictions and, by using servants as intermediaries, take lovers.
The 17 year old was one who did
this. However when she and the young
man tried to leave the country they
were caught. There was no trial; the
provisions of Islamic law were not
followed. They were both simply murdered, publicly, not only to uphold
the honour of the family but also as a
Warning to other upper-class women.
Shortly after, new regulations forbade
Saudi women from leaving the country
without the permission of the male
head of the family.
By far the most offensive scene to
the Saudis was the reconstruction, using actors and sets, of a supposed
pastime of the royal women who, it is
claimed, cruise around and around a
specific spot of desert in their chauffeur driven cars looking for sexual
adventures. Men drive by, a veil is
dropped, suggestive glances exchanged.
The final arrangements are made through
the respective chauffeurs. To imagine
Saudi feelings about this scene, transpose the situation to the British Royal
family or any other leading family in
any country.
It is this scene which the Saudi's
claim is inaccurate. However they have
not denied the facts of the princess'

I

POET RY
SUBMISSIONS

REQUESTED

NORTHERN ONTARIO WOMEN'S
CONFERENCE
Will be held in KIRKLAND LAKE
November 1st & 2nd, 1980
Last November, inSudbury a well
organized, successful conference was
held.
The theme of that conference
was Northern Women:
A special situation, with concerns about access to
resources/information, employment in
one industry towns, employment in
general, isolation, etc.,
For this years conference, women
are invited to submit their own
poetry which will be read if selected,
during the opening ceremonies.

There will be more details on
the conference in the August issue of
the NORTHERN WOMAN.
In the meantime
submit your poetry to:
CONFERENCE POETRY c/o the Northern
W oman Journal, 316 Bay St., Thunder
Bay, Ont. P7B 1S1

death.
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SURVIVING POST PARTUM DEPRESSION
Post partum depression occurs in
approximately one out of every six
women into whose lives a new baby enAccording to Post Partum Counters.
selling Services in Vancouver B.C.,
these women have had no past histories
of depresssion or mental illness yet
anywhere from a few days to many months later, whether this be their first
or fifth child, adopted or natural,
they find themselves unable to cope
with their new role. The woman suffering post partum depression experiences
loss of sleep, sexual aesire, motivation, social stimulation and most of
all self esteem. In return she gains
only overwhelming feelings of hopelessness, helplessness and resentment
against her mate, children and herself. For this she feels guilty; angry
at herself for resenting a "good" baby
and "nice-guy" mate and for not performing to the imposed "shoulds" of
motherhood. The anxiety and loneliness
seem at times unbearable. Fantasies of
harming herself and/or child may pervade her thoughts throughout the day.
With them comes the fear that she may
actually carry out these fantasies.
From here she's back on the cycle of
anger-guilt and depression.

readily give up the control of their
emotional health to the "experts". More
often than not the problem is minimized
Along with a prescription for tranquilizers (usually Valium) goes a paternalistic pat on the back and advice ie.
"take a class", "get a job", "get out
more often", all of which are difficult
enough for any mother to accomplish let
alone those who are depressed. As one
mother so aptly pointed out "My problems
was
didn't mysteriously vanish while
gone. They were always there to greet
came homd'.
me when
I

I

depressed inother
labelled psychotic
On the other hand the depressed mother
may be mistakenly labelled psychotic,
a very severe and rare form of depression necessitating anti-depressant
therapy and hospitalization. As PPD
is classified according to it's severity it becomes evident that the
"label" or "diagnosis" is primarily
a subjective decision on the part of
the attending health care professional.

Numerous theories have been proposed as to "why" women become post
partally depressed, each toting it's
own preferred mode of treatment. The
management of PPD rests solely upon
the "health care professional" in whom
the depressed mother confides (ie. PHN,
Dr.,Psychologist, Psychiatrist,etc.)
The severity of the syndrome is probably the most decisive factor. PP blues
commonly occur in the first week, in
about 85% of all new mothers, It is
relatively mild and thought to be due
to the natural hormonal imbalance that
follows childbirth. Unfortunately, PPD
a more severe form of depression may
afflict a mother anywhere up to 2 years
post partum and untreated could last
for years. Many of these women mask
their depression very well. With their
extreme feelings of helplessness and
difficulties in decision making, they

In order to understand the phenomema of PPD it's important to look
at the role society has played. Few
support systems exist for the woman
who chooses to be a mother and it is
interesting that, typical of the depressed mothers idealism, most of
these women had planned their pregnancy and looked forward to the new
addition. In todays society we see
an increase in the degree of responsibility which rests upon the mother
in her childrearing skills. Women in
general tend to seek help for emotional problems more freely. Unfortunately, when a woman seeks counselling, it implies that the conflicts
are occuring within her, rather than
within her environment, relationships
and society itself. Thus her depressed
behaviour is seen as a symptom and
not the result of external conflict.
In turn she is deprived of any control
of the situation for she is forced to
accept total responsibility for the
conflicts she encounters. That guilt,
anger and helplessness follows is not
surprising.
The self-help group approach, as
utilized by Post Partum Counselling
Services in Vancouver (PPCS) has in
over eight years of existence, helped
over 1,000 women recover from their
depression in a "sharing and caring'
atmosphere. They find they are not
alone and not "crazy";that they have
the power within them should they redirect their energies, to gain control
of their lives once more and to grow
as women.
The depressed mother who attends
PPCS is faced with the task of unlearning set roles that till now have
formed the basis of her self-esteem.
Over whelming guilt and the depressed
mother's idealism blinds her to any
but her own faults. Guilt and dependancy, numerous unmet needs and stresses
further serve to sacrifice the woman's
identity to a role be it mother or

wife. In as much as these roles have
dictated that "you are what you dd'
counselling must allow her to reappraise the "perfect mother mytH'. It
must help her to avoid the "shoulds"
and to utilize her skills as a facilitator by sharing her experiences
within the group. She is afforded the
opportunity to achieve realistic goal!
deriving a sense of self esteem and
potentiality as a woman first and
foremost and then as a mother.

In response to the needs of women
in this community such a service is
now being offered in Thunder Bay. Our
program is based on the Vancouver
model. We are grateful to Womens Plac
for providing us with a casual, comfortable setting for our weekly Mon.,
Whe
night meetings with other women.
a depressed mother contacts PPCS
(Thunder Bay) she is given a telephon
"volunteer", a mother who has also su
fered PPD and is now willing to lister
and share simillar experiences, and re
assurance. She will be asked to atten
at least 4 group meetings and is assured that any information she shares
with us is kept within the boundaries
of our program. If necessary we will
refer her to other appropriate community resources.
If you are interested in our program or wish to share your experience
please contact us at anytime.
Phone Shelley - 344-6029
or write PPCS / Shelley Corvino
Woman's Centre
316 Bay Street
Thunder Bay

**You may find the workshop at
Confederation College of interest. It
includes PP Depression, plus general
depression, women and drugs, health
care systems, stress reduction and

relaxation, assertiveness training
Two days August 14 and 15

Winner;
RECENT RAFFLE
lAt Ptize

Hand Knit T51andic Woot
Puttovet

Noteen Lavoi,e - 572 PaAteu.A. Rd.

Thundet Bay
*******
2nd Pnize Hand Knit Wool V Neck Ve23-t
Candice Schmidt - 123t KingA Hwy
Ford FtanceA, Ont.
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UPDATE
A news
columninternational
to keep our readers
up to date on women's issues
national,
and local.
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RC anti-abortion
film rejected

ENYS HORGAN
Catholic archdiocese of

ent between $12,000 and
o film clips to be shown

ice announcements on
elevision, but stations
r one of them - an anti-

age.
30-second announcement
m and a 60-second. antiage were sent to 34 sta-

Canada but only 12 re-

the CBC had turned the film down
because "the subject matter is contrary to the program molicy of the
CBC for public service announce-

ments."
CHEX in Peterborough had aired
the film during two successive weekday afternoons and received critical
phone calls in response.

Judy Carswell, the station's director of promotion, said that when she
saw the clip she did not like it. "If the

received by the diocesan
munications. Of the two
said they would broad-

diocese wanted to get the message

pped the film after unfance reaction.
cism message does not
e run into difficulty.
ns of When I Grow Too

However, Margaret McLaughlin,
press officer for the archdiocese of

abortion message, one

m, played on a barrel

i-abortion film shows a
15,000 people enjoying

the sun at the CNE. As
oms in on sleeping bac fades and gives way to

heart pumping. Sudden-

disappear and a voice
livery three months in
any people as you see

nied the right

to life

on."
art, manager of !public
BC Ontario region, said

across, it could have done it in a subtler way."

Toronto, would make no apologies for

the bluntness of the message. "It's

definitely emotional. The truth of the

message is heavy," she said in an

interview yesterday.

Asked if there were any point in
spending so much money on spot
commercials that were not acceptable
to TV stations, she replied, "We could

not anticipate that it would not be
shown."

The archdiocese would not buy time

to air the films, she said, "because
that would be setting a precedent."

To her knowledge, the only station
that was still, airing the anti-abortion
film was CKCY in Sault Ste. Marie.

Mail

this commercial aired on your local station, phone
station and protest vigorously!

and/or
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WHY DO THEY STAY
There are two distinct groups of battered women seeking help in Thunder
Bay - battered women who reside in
Thunder Bay proper and those women
who have fled from the many small
towns surrounding Thunder Bay;Thunder
Bay battered women face the same problems that confront the thousands of
battered women across the country.
While the non-residents face all of
these, plus the additional problem of

Crisis Home Inc. has tried t,
have a non - traditional counsell,
available to assist battered wome
situated at Women's Place, Thunde
Bay.
However a tremendous amount
of energy is needed for the on going search for funding, in orde
to provide this service.
Case in Point #1

l -aving the various agencies involved

declare non-responsibility for assisting them.

Thunder Bay has three agencies
primarily dealing with battered women.
There is Community Residence operated
by the City of Thunder Bay;Beendigen,
the Native Women's Crisis House, both
providing emergency housing; and Crisis
Homes Inc.-an information, education
and research organization.
Community Residence in Thunder Bay
was established approximately 5 years
ago, brought about by the need identified by the women from Crisis Homes Incorporated organization.
Community Residence is unique from
the Transition Houses across the country
as it is totally owned and operated by
the City of Thunder Bay. Community Residence has a priority of assisting
women with children. It provides shelter
and food to these families for an interim period of time. It is staffed by
house mothers and does have access to
a trained social worker and city workers that attempt to relocate the women
and refer them to Family Benefits when
necessary. It does not however have any
of the philosophies connected with the
other existing transit la
se
namely the sharing atmosphere and the
work done to rebuild the confidence
and emotional stability of the women
using the services. There are no group
sharing sessions held - the women do
not participate in the operation of the
house - a follow up program has not
been developed, and there are not any
structured child care or child couselling programs. It is not involved in
any form of public education and most
important women and children of Thunder
Bay proper ONLY are eligible to use the
facilities. It is in short--institutionalized short-term housing for city residents.

Beendigen Native Women's Crisis House
has been operating in Thunder Bay for
two years. This house was originally
promoted by a local of the NativeWomen's Association and until recently has faced many problems. Up until
October 1979, the administration
spent up to 70% of their time seeking
financial assistance and had to close
its doors several times due to lack
of funding. Fortunately Beendigen now
faces a more secure future and does
share the philosophy of many of the
other Ontario Houses, such as Windsor
Hiatus House objectives; " a safe
accommodation in a home-like atmosphere, baby-sitting while the mother
contacts service agencies; information and referrals to community resources; professional counselling in
the house; assistance in the form of
transportation and company to attend
legal and assistance appointments.
If required, re-establishment services ie. locating housing, furnishings and assistance with moving and
transportation of school age children to their own schools if nceessary.

On a Friday evening at 5:30,
received a call at my home that a
telephone support organization ha,
received a call from a battered
woman who had fled from a family
dispute in a community 27 miles
from Thunder Bay.
called Comm
Residence and was told that the
victim could not be admitted with
authorization from a social servi,
supervisor.
The worker called th,
supervisor and
checked a half al
hour later and was told that the
supervisor was outside in his yen
and would contact the house when
he came. At 6:30,
was told tha
the supervisor did not call in ye
It was at that time 18 below and
was concerned that if the super.
visor was still outside that he wo
freeze to death before he authori
admittance of the victim.
At 7 o'clock,
talked to the
telephone support organization ag,
and suggested another organizatior
was told that they had tried that
were refused on the grounds that
had used their services once befor
Following the old rule "if you dor
then caller
succeed, forget it'.
Community Residence who said they
try the supervisor again.
called Beendigen and asked
it was possible for them to take
non-native woman. They said they
could if it were authorized for p,
meat from the city. Authorized of
course by the same supervisor who
out in the snow. Another call at
to Community Resisence revealed t'
the supervisor had called the res
idence and told them he would con
either myself or the telephone su
further attei
port. He did
to reach him were unanswered. Pre
sumably now both he and the perso
previously answering his phone we
out in the yard in the snow. At 8
called Beendigen and it was agr
that they would-take in the woman
that the expenses would be covere
Crisis Homes Inc. from what littl
funds they have - All of this whi
battered victim was plunked with
friend who did not want to get in
volved. The victim subsequently w
home the next day.
Case in Point #2
A victim of battering from a
er income family in Thunder Bay s
assistance from Women's Place. Sh
told to apply for legal aid. Her
band travelled in the social set
the city lawyers. AN UNDESIRABLE
ALTERNATIVE.
She was informed of Community
Residence and told what her posit
would be there - housed and fed,
tingent to referral to city socia
services. AN UNDESIRABLE ALTERNAT
She was told the amount of we
fare she and her children would b
eligible for while taking court a
against the husband. AN UNDESIRAB
ALTERNATIVE.
I

I

I

Toronto Interval House offers the
followingsupport, as some of their
objectives;
- to provide personal support and encouragement to enable the woman to
gain some self-confidence and respect,
and to help her adjust to the responsibilities of single-parenthood.
- to help her consider all the possibilities for her family without prejudice,
so that she may make the decisions
whic a are best for
er.
o
ovi e on going support and contact after the woman leaves Interval
House, to alleviate her feelings of
isolation.
Interval and Transition Houses across
the country believe that:
1.She needs time space and support.

She needs to consider whether she has
the strength or desire to make a change in her family's lifestyle.
2.She needs to be aware of all of the
alternatives to her situation if she
is to make a decision.
The houses believe most strongly in the
dignity of the individual, both child
and adult.
Crisis Homes Inc. is a volunteer
organization dedicated to identifying
and serving the needs of battered
women.
Since the establishment of Community Residence - Crisis Homes Inc.,
has made their priority, public education and research. Crisis Homes
Inc. sponsored the 1978 research
project "Women in Transitiod' which
discovered that 902 women sought help
in Thunder Bay in a one year period
for physical battering.
Crisis Homes Inc. spent a great
deal of time trying to develop an
understanding of the plight of the
battered women with those agencies
that may find themselves dealing with
battered women.
The lack of understanding on the subject is unbelievable.
Recently a police officer of
27 years service, well used to intervening in family disputes remarked, that he appreciated the services
offered but that we must admit that
some women liked being battered.
This attitude along with other
restrictions placed on the battered
woman encouraged women to remain
victims of constant battering.

I

I

I

I

I
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e re rainrng s e
e was o
would still have to be on welfare while
seeking support or retraining.
AN UNDESIRABLE ALTERNATIVE.
She was told how to apply for a
peace bond. Her husband also socialized
with the police and court officials.
AN UNDESIRABLE ALTERNATIVE.
The victim returned home.
Case in Point #3
A victim of battering from a town
200 miles from Thunder Bay sought assistance from Women's Place. By a
unique set of circustances she was able
to find a place to live with another
victim of battering and a job within
24 hours. Armed with security and the
emotional support of Women in Transition she set out to make a new life
for herself. Over the next six weeks
she was deluged with calls from her
husband apologizing and begging forgiveness.

to

forgive is divine"

She received two letters from the
minister of her church reiterating the
role God saw for her and promoting ...
"To forgive is divine ".
She received letters from her
friends and neighbours praising her
husband as a good provider as well
as an excellent father and husband.
She received calls from her married children on their father's behalf asking her to come home. Through
all of this each time she received
one of the above, she rushed back to
Woman's Place for support in her decision.

- -ow many an
ores o you now tnat
Ileve that she would succeed in the
will rent to a tenant without funds,
role of sole-provider?
while their welfare is being approved?
Battered women in Thunder Bay don't
- How many women do you know who have
stay or return to that situation belost faith in her husband/provider yet cause they like it.
still have the confidence to place
-It is because women have no place to go.
their future in the hands of social
-It is because you don't take small
and government services.
It is a
children out into the night at 30 below
little like jumping out of the frying
not knowing where their bed or next
pan and into the fire.
meal will come from.
Battered women are forced to stay
-It is because the mothers of teenage
knowing:
children face a different set of pres-That it takes approximately 6 weeks
sures. Their need for peer acceptance,
for an assault charge to come to court. their need- to be with their friends,
If the victim has no alternative hous--to have the $28.00 jeans and the $38.00
ing, this leaves her in the position
joggers, often keep their mothers capof remaining in the house with the
tive victims of battering.
assailant, calmly discussing over morn-It is because of the low self-esteem
ing coffee his forthcoming court apthat is encouraged by society.
pearance.
-It is because of the stigma of guilt
-The fact that subsidized housing in
that victims of this crime are faced
Thunder Bay has a waiting list a mile
with.
long and that private housing in
- It is because male dominance and the
Thunder Bay costs from $280 to $350 a
right to keep his wife in line is an
month. More than her welfare cheque
acceptable behaviour in society.
and more than many women could afford
- It is because of the fear that this
on salaries that average far below
person who is physically stronger
those of the male work force.
than her is capable of hurting or
-That society has defined woman's role
as that of wife and mother. The success killing her and is supported by the
or failure of the family unit is placed lack of protection and resources
available to her.
squarely on her shoulders. Is it any
-It is because the public fire she
wonder that when she and society see
is jumping into is often worse than
her as having failed this role, that
the private frying pan.
she lacks the self-confidence to be-

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2 :7
our babies together. When one woman
had trouble nursing, we gave her support and encouragement.

initiative in getting what they want
in the area of childbirth. After talkknow
ing to women in the hospital,
there is a great deal of dissatisfaction with the current system, and
that many women feel that there is no
other way than to deal with a doctor
that they don't really feel confident
about etc.
Having been robbed of our confidence to take responsibility for
our cmn health and happiness is the
real "witchcraft', perpetrated by a
mode of medicine that is based more
on blind faith than any natural modes
of healing and caring for the body
and spirit.
The Northern Woman should continue
examining alternatives to technological medicine.
I

My biggest criticism of the hospital experience is that the nursery
prevents women from getting to know
their children. Our babies were supposedly on demand feeding, yet only
long role as ,.a, mother demanded that
once did
feed mine outside of the
she make her children understand.
four hour scheduling. Naturally when
She never returned to Thunder
home; it was a hectic time
Bay. How could she play a game where
trying to adjust to his real demands
supposedly her family, her friends,
for nourishment. The woman in the
her neighbours and God were on the
nursery
claim that they maintain the
opposing team?
baby
so
that the mother can "rest",
Case in Point #4
but all of this rest is tossed out
Recently a trial in Thunder Bay
the window because coming home is so
concluded; The defendant admittedly
wild. They were very apprehensive
returned home prior to his wife after
when
left before the prescribed
a social evening, picked up a shovel
time was up - they wanted to protect
and waited in the dark for his wife
me from the homecoming for as long as
to return, whereupon he beat her to
possible,
presume. The irony is that Sincerely
death with the shovel. Evidence was
Elaine Lynch
there
wouldn't
be a temporary crisis
given as to the instability of the
if one were allowed to get to know
relationship with past records of
one's
baby (rooming in just isn't enabuse including hospitalization of
ough), or if women were allowed to
the victim on a previous occasion.
give birth at home and never have to
The lawyer argued that the defendant
make the physical and mental transitioi
who had excellent character referenfrom hospital to home.
ces and work records, was not a
While breastfeeding is strongly
threat to society.
would argue that
advocated,
one isn't allowed to nurse
he is, along with any lawyer that
often
enough
to establish a milk supperpetuates the belief that family
appropriate
to the infant's needs.
violence up to the point of murder is
We
were
given
an
abundance of infora private affair. The defendant rez
mation
on
breastfeeding,
but why.put
ceived a 4 year sentence.
off the whole process 'til a woman is
Where physical battering occurs
at home on her own,
wonder. It is no
it is safe to assume that most victims
wonder
so many get discouraged and
have undergone years of mental and
give up. All women who plan to breastemotional battering. Most batered women
appear to have had their self confidence feed should have Laleche league member phone numbers.
called Tina James
and esteem crushed long before they attempt to seek help.
5/7526l.
Battered women are intimidated by
will definitely have my next
the public documentation and exposure
child at home. My partner and
have
involved in seeking assistance in a
no negative feelings as a consequence
city as small as Thunder Bay; by the
of the hospital experience, but, next
fact that battering is not polite coftime we will be more "in control ".
"Listen - these people are
fee conversation and by reason that
all professional.
Even the cold clinical atmosphere of
If we'd
they believe they are the only ones to
had
a baby they would have
the delivery room cannot undermine
whom this is happening. This isolation
the experience for us. Unfortunately,,
brought us a baby."
coupled with the red tape involved in
tt does for so many people.
seeking assistance often squelches
hope that women will take more
their efforts.

After six weeks she felt stong
enough to return to her home town
for a 2 day visit to tackle the job
of explaining her decision. Her life

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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WOMEN IN THE MEDIA
By HOLLY IKOLA

The media through newspapers,
T.V. and radio, plays a very important
part in our society today. Unfortunately, women have very little influence
or power in the media work force. The
media is male-orientated. Women are
concentrated in clerical work and do
not have the access to higher ranked
jobs in management. Insufficient attention has been given to women in
broadcasting media.
A survey taken in 1978 by the
Ontario Press Council showed that
women were almost one-third of the
work force of the 4,400 in the nine
daily Ontario newspapers that participated in it. But women only occupied
11.15% of the decision-making roles!
On the basis of the situation in
daily newspapers in 1978, one man out
of 8 working for the newspapers may
attain a decision-making role. Out of
the men who do attain a decision-making role, one in 9 attain a minor role
and one in 40 a major.
But for women, one in 25 can expect
to achieve a decision-making role. Out
of the women who do attain a decisionmaking role, one in 27 attain a minor
role and one in 198 a major role.

alism has always been a sexy, male
profession." She also said, "All successful women are referred to as hardnosed bitches, whether they are or
not."

Recently, many women, including
myself, are choosing a career in
broadcasting: radio and television.
There is no question that there is
discrimination against women and
this is a problem with which broadcasting has barely begun to deal.
Radio stations have been in
Canada since September 1919, yet how
many women do you hear as disc jockeys or announcers on the radio? The
ratio compared to men is very low
but it is increasing.
There are many other positions
There is a trend, particularly at
the CBC, that women are entrencehed
in radio rather than the prestigious
television career. Feminists are beginning to worry that radio may become stereotyped as "women's work'.
There are many other positions in
broadcasting that are stereotyped.
Women, besides being stuck in clerical
work, are also put into the position
of script "girl" which is properly
titled as script assistant, and traffic
manager who makes up the log for the
grogramming of each day. The director/
producer jobs are definitely male orientated and exercise much authority.
Total No.
Position
Men
Women
Employees

Major and Minor Decision-Making Roles
Dailies
Men
454(88.85)
Women 57(11.15)

12(66.7)
6(33.3)

Total 511

18

Weeklies

"Sexism and the Newspapers" published
by the Ontario Press Council in July 78.
( "Sexism and the Newspapers" published
by the Ontario Press Council - July 78)

4

Film Camera
Operators

100%

Film Editor
and Ass.
Secretaries
Producers

1.9%

2615

0%

74

9.4% 90.6%

139

82.2% 17.8%

241

0%

100%

590

86%

14%

698

"The CBC and Women: A Progress Report';
Status of Women News, Spring 1980,show
how many women are placed in broadcast-

But, women must be able to cope
with their environments Gail Sctott,
CTV anchor-person for Canada AM said
that "the newsroom has always been a
super-machismo territory and journ-

p4ADE

98.1%

Radio Production Ass.

These statistics are very discouraging especially for women who plan
to enter journalism as a career. But
many women are deciding to choose a
career in journalism. Carleton University has a well recognized journalism
program and in 1976, 65% of the enrolled students were women.

+v

Technicians

ing.

Jan Tennant, a newscaster on the
CBC says, "Women and men are very hard

on women. We put up with a lot of mediocre men in broadcasting that we just
wouldn't put up with if they were womer
So if you're female you really have to
be good to survive." Most female on-air
broadcasters are judged more by their
looks than their ability. As put by
Miss M.Frances in the Toronto Star,
July 22,1978, "Regarding Dennis Braithwaites article "Where's Canada's terrific woman TV newscaster ? ", why would

a woman broadcaster have to be beautiful,brainy,sexy, and have a fantastic
face, when the only thing Peter Kent
had going for him was the fact that
he is a male." The article was written when a replacement was trying to
be found for Perter Kent.
" Knowlton Nash is sexy ? ? "
Also men performing the same function
as women get a higher salary despite
the equal pay for work of equal value,
provisions of the Canadian Human Rights
Act. Here is a look at the difference
between years, also from "CBC and
Women: A Progress Report". Salaries:
Average Men's Salary
1974
$13,700
Average Women's Salary
10,090
3,610

Average Men's Salary
22,100
17,000
5,100
The salary gap has increased but in
term of percentages it has decreased:
1979

Average Women's Salary

Women's earning as a percentage of
men's

1974: 73.5%

1979:

76.9%

But the percentage has not decreased
to a very great extent. Also:
Percentage of management who are
7.5%
1979:
13.6%
women - 1974:
Fortunately, the % of women in management has almost doubled, but as compared to the % of men in management,
it amounts to practically nothing.
Women do have it tough working in
the media. If a woman that has been
hired fails in her job, they blame it
on the fact that she is a woman, not
that they hired the wrong person for
the job. It will take years to undo
all this sex discrimination. Women
have to be strong to get anywhere and
be able to fight.

BOO
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HANDMADE HOUSE

of Thunder Bay

invites you to

400 VICTOSIA AVE IMMIX. SAY
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Browse in our

CRAFT SHOP
Pottery

Hand Knits

Have lunch or tea in our

TEA ROOM
Cakes
Cookies

Soups
Stew

Macrame

Muffins

Jewellry

Hot bread

Amethyst

Cinnamon buns

12 noon

Tea (24 kinds) Coffee
OPEN: Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
OPEN: Mon.-Sat. 9:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
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HONEST

BELIEF

RAPE:

CAN NOW BE A MISTAKEN BELIEF OF
CONSENT?

A recent minority judgement of the
Supreme Court of Canada in the case of
" Pappajohn VS the Queen ", in which a claim
of " honest belief " without reasonable
grounds was determined valid in Canadian
courts.
QUOTE, "
In
a split decision, five
judges agreed that there was no evidence
to support the man's plea that he had mistakenly believed he had the woman's consent.
But two judges concluded that there was
some evidence to support the claim and the
trial judge erred in not instructing the
jury to consider mistaken belief of consent
as a defence.
The two dissenting judges
would have granted George Pappajohn a new
triaP'. UNQUOTE.

" from the Ottawa Bureau of the Globe & Mail"
In
lay terms if a man accused of rape
claims he honestly believes the woman he
had sexual intercourse with consented he
may be aquitted.

BE FORE :
In the past rape cases, the defence
lawyer could petition the judge and the
crown attorney, in writing, to submit information concerning the woman's past
sexual history.
If the judge considered
this information pertinent to the case,
then this evidence would be heard in public
(with jury present).

NOW:
Victims of alleged rapes must answer
questions about their past sexual conduct
at an in camera court hearing (without
the jury present) if a judge decides to
hear such evidence, the Supreme Court of
Canada ruled in June of this year.
In a unanimous judgement, the court
said the complainant is compelled to answer
such questions once the judge is satisfied
that proper notice is given to her and that
the evidence sought is pertinent to the
case.
She must then answer these type of
questions in public court hearing ( with
the jury present).
FROM: The Rape and Sexual Assult CentreThunder Bay

'YOUR

SUPPORT

is requested

Northwestern Ontario Women's Centre
announces that memberships to the cenIn order to bond
tre are available.
together in our common interests and
goals, as well as to produce some income towards operational costs, it is
hoped that every woman concerned with
the issues affecting women and services available through YOUR Women's
Centre; will purchase a 1979 -80
The fee for active memmembership.
In addition 50
bership is $3.00.
associate memberships are available
for residents of the surrounding communities and for women on a restictive budget.

To obtain your 1979-80 membership,
contact the Northwestern Ontario Women's Centre, 316 Bgy St. Thunder
Bay Membership cards will be issued.
In addition any financial contributions to the centre are greatly appreciated and receipts for Income Tax
purposes can be issued for donations.

tiifeYM

!IC

°1 tVegY6
ekif N

Many of the Northern Woman Journal
women readers have regularily been
receiving the Journal free of charge.
In the future we will continue to
send to those women who are finanially unable to afford a subscription,
however, we will now require that you
let us know either by telephone or
letter.

CORN ROAST

We do not want anyone to miss any
issues of the Journal because they
cannot afford a subscription, so
please let us know that you wish to
continue receiving the Journal.
Check the subscription due box on the
back cover.

Friday August 22, 1980 All women
welcome.
Call the centre later for
confirmation, and hope the corn is
high!
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beikkiyiew
LIFE BEFORE MAN

by Margaret Atwood

McCLELLAND AND STEWART - 317 pages
Margaret Atwood's most recent
book LIFE BEFORE MAN can safely be
called a good book. It is good in the
sense that it is well-written, interesting enough to keep you reading,
and in terms of craft, far above the
trash ground out by so many trade
novelists. Unfortunately, in light of
is disapher other work, the book
pointing.
Consider Atwood's literary career.
In THE EDIBLE WOMAN and SURFACING, her
first two novels, we were introduced
in highly imaginative ways to women,
alienated, unhappy and controlled. In
each case, we were taken through the
painful process of awakening as the
character grasped hold of the responsibility of understanding themselves
and controlling their own destinies.
These were important novels because
they made social statements and gave
us a new woman in contemporary literature. Artistically they were superb
Demonstrating that Atwood could easily
take the sharpness of her poetic
imagery and use it in prose.
From the very beginning, we were
dealing with a writer who could be
very ironic, bitingly critical and
sometimes frighteningly cynical. These

were effective ways of driving home
her portrayals of the atrocious prewill redicament of modern woman.
member my shock and amazement when
read the following "ditty" from (Anansi, 1972):
POWER POLITICS
I

I

You fit into me
like a hook into an eye
A fish hook
an open eye.
There is a restrained hostility in
these lines that remains in one's
memory.

Review by Elaine Lynch

up the sketches interspersing them
with one another and heading each
"chapter" with a date to the chronology.
On the other hand, she might have been
saying something about the different
points of view that the characters cannot communicate to one another. One
can't help but point out though, that
this is the first time atwood has attempted more than one significant character in her fiction and she likely
will have to develop her ability to
many full-bodied characters and their
interaction.

Through the characters of Elizabeth her estranged husband Nate and
his lover Lesje, Atwood again demonstrates her tireless precoccupation
with the power in relationships.

all-powerful woman
Elizabeth is the all-powerful.
She not only calculatingly pull's
Nate's strings, but she also finds
her way into the lives of people who
threaten to break the hold she has
over him. She is a monster in no uncertain terms. But Atwood keeps dragging up her unbelievable childhood as
some kind of a disclaimer for her
behavior. While the past might explain her feelings, for an intelligent
person it seems like a lame excuse
for such deliberate destructiveness.
For instance, she became involved in
an affair so emotionally perverse
that the fellow eventually blows his
head off in an attempt to effect her.
There is little kindness in LIFE BEFORE MAN. Although she breaks a little
toward the end of the book, it is
hard to understand a character so
pig-headedly pursuing and creating
unhappiness.
Nate is Atwood's first full fledged male character and
must marvel
at how well she has portrayed a type
that many of us probably know. For
the most part sympathetic throuhout
the book, one gradually loses respect
for Nate because of his inability to
take action and to make a deliberate
choice about what he is going to do,
to whom he is going to commit himself.
His ineffectual nature damages too
many people including his children,
to be excused.
I

Then came LADY ORACLE which was a
kind of comic relief piece. On the surface it was fun reading because Atwood
can be hilariously satirical. But LADYORACLE was not as frivilous as many
accused it of being. Again Atwood examines power relations - what it is to
be controlled as a child, as a woman,
and what it is to be doublely second
class as a fat woman/child. At a second glance ORACLE is actually funny
because so many women can identify
with the absurd but neverthe less,
real situations she creates in this
novel.

exotic character

dinosaur imagery

The dinosaur imagery that recurr:
in Lesje's fantasy life, seems to be
some sort of complimentary statement
about what is happening to the characters in real life. It seems to fore
shadow the extinction of human life
as we now know it. The book portrays
people who are maladapted. Curiously,
we are given detailed accounts of the
roots and early family life. AlthougU
very diverse, each produced an indivi
dual unhappy with varying powers of
destruction. Likewise, Nate and Elizabeth's two daughters are not allowec
the raptures of childhood innocence.
Each has her own neurosis. Atwood is
careful to make everything fragmentec
each person incapable of contact - ar
each desperately unhappy. The charact
ers, combined with sterile, consumer
environment of Toronto point to a
breakdown. This would not be so disturbing if the characters weren't so
resigned to their lot. Atwood portray
generations of unhappy, unfulfilled
people, begetting more unhappy even
sick people, threatening gradual extinction ... like the dinosaurs. But
it is for emotional not physical reasons. When Lesje finally decides to
become pregnant with Nate's child, it
is a power move done with apprehensio
and doubt. No one in the novel is men
tally fit to raise children. Rebirth
is not a positive theme.
This book is disturbing. Not that
there must be Pollyanna optimism in
every novel, it's just that Atwood's
vision seems to be unnecessarily blac
and even preposterously meiodramtic.
prefer to see this book as a
transitional novel, marking a new dir
ection in Atwood's style. The remarkable talent for images and descriptio
is still there - and her character's
whether or not likable, are always
fascinating. No writer should try to
force things to satisfy a publisher.
suspect that this is what happened
in the case of LIFE BEFORE MAN. But
read it anyway. It is excellent
diversion.
I

I

comin3 soon_

* +he- *
Wit) Ive-Fk..

expresses cynicism
LIFE BEFORE MAN expresses Margaret
Atwood's cynicism at its darkest. Had
it not been for the dubious ending,
would call it a novel of despair. And
it is not just the contents that are
disturbing. Although Atwood might
claim that she is experimenting with
form in this book, one can't help but
think this is more like a plan for a
novel. It seems that she planned each
Of her characters on paper then split
I

Finally there is Lesje - the exotic character. Specializing in dinosaurs at the Royal Ontario Museum,
Lesje retreats to a fantasy world of
Megalosauruses and prehistoric landscapes. She too is unhappy and like
the other two characters, complacently
so. That is why this book is so gloomy.
Everyone is trapped in their unhappiness, and what's worse, they threaten
to stay that way, until death breaks
the monotony. The only progression is

1)f!!:T?E

missinaibi Kivek expealtiort
(take Super4ok to James 134j)

MAy to Jane

Iff0

of an all wornens'
witewater k journey

the AoK

that each becomes a little more desperate by the novel's conclusion.
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I Saw A Woman Steeping

- by Otive Schteinet
I saw a woman steeping. In het steep she dreamt Liie stood beSote het,
and held in each hand a giSt - in the one Love, in the other Freedom. And
she said to the woman, "Choose!" And the woman waited tong; and she said
"Fteedom!" and LiSe said, "Thou halt chosen welt. Ib thou hadst said "Love",
I wowed have given thee what thou didst azk Sot; and I wowed have gone SUM
thee, and returned to thee no mote. Now, the day wLU come when I skate
tetunn. In that day I shatt beat both gi4t3 in one hand." I he.wtd the woman
Laugh in het steep.

Dancen
She moved tike the ripples oS manning
catessing the sand oi the shone,
;she watked with the ease oi a dancers
whose tiSe was to dance not petionm,

het body was tuned to a singe&
whose song oiSeted hen joy,
STONE (NORTH SUPERIOR)
It started again.
A sound, LLfze Ughtning, to ctack the petma6tost
And sptit the Canadian Shietd,
With one utterance.
A voice
That sprang {nom the spruce, hoLdLng 4ast the gad
Green and newbotn, with buds and aitds' cties--

she moved Sot henset4
Sound pteazute and grace
in the ioAm o4 the woman
she was.
Viota Godette

Like -loons that moan

But toudet
And hats h, tike pain
But pretty, in its ptimotdiat sttains.
A howl

OS sunpAise, candor and speendid ctatity
A thought
That weaved and waved Zeiss than burnt bone- But sharp as cut glass, and cold as stone.
Joyce Michatchuk

Ode to The Northern Woman
No gentle gowet, yon 'Lugged Fem.
She stands het ground,
against the cuttent and the tide.
She may be 4ound.
Contenders Sot the flights of alt
an ptivitege Soh none.

She shuns dependance as a WU,
a beggeAs bone.
She has known the icy blast
o6 duty's sodden breath,
the degtadation of the kept
that peots the 0i/tit's death.
She moves into the storm's red eye
to zing a diiietent song,
Sot in the custody oS man
the nights were tong.
She zees the Lives oi battened wives
buitt onty on a kiss,
and yeatnz to build zurtantuatty
on iitmet ground than this.
Love stitt may play a magic gate
and tenderness confound het.
But bitten iz the evidence
oS btoken dreams around het.
Fan men must Leann and women wait
and struggle Sot the changing.
The Northern Woman standing Sinm
compassionate and caning.

Matityn
She was manicuned,
a Lower attangement
oS neatly otdeted thoughts
zttuctuted and Stawtess.

I wanted to be tike het
to copy het se*, tidy pose
but my ti Se scattered tike weeds
btossoming in the wrong peaces.

I was so busy
ttying not to be me
I Songot how she once wished
to be a witdStowet.

Rosalyn TayLot Petkett

taken Stom Gents' new book RISING
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MAMMOGRAPHY

by Louise Nichols

A five year study of the use of
mammography (a breast x-ray) to detect breast cancer started this year
at Toronto's Mount Sinai Hospital,
to involve 9,000 Toronto women this
year and expand next year to include
another Toronto hospital and centres
in Hamilton, Quebec City, Montreal,
Winnipeg, Edmonton, Calgary, Vancouver, and Victoria, for a total of
90,000 women.
This study will involve
women aged 40 to 59; half will receive
annual mammography.
Of the other half
those over 50 will have annual physical
exams, and those under 50 will fill
out a questionnaire each year.
All
will be taught breast self-examination.
The announcement of this study,
sponsored by the National Cancer Institute, the Canadian Cancer Society,
and Health and Welfare Canada, has
precipitated a huge controversy,
both public and professional, with
phrases like "lives saved" and
"deaths caused" being hurled from
opposite sides. But it is we women
who are the "lives saved" and "deaths
caused ", and we need the information
to make our decisions, not only
about whether to be involved in such
a screening study, but about whether
to follow doctors' advice on mammography for breast lumps many of us may
discover sometime in our lives.

The medical literature on mammography is confusing and at time contradictory.
Two similar massive screening programs have been done in the
United States.
In the first, a 30%
decrease in breast cancer mortality
was demonstrated as a result of both
mammography and physical exam in
women under 50.
In women over 50, no
Only
change in mortality was noted.
39% of cancers in women under 50
were seen on mammography - a rate of
69% missed cancers,whereas80% of
cancers in these women were detected
on physical exam.
In the second study in 1973, mammography had a slightly higher incidence
(67% compared to 50%) of true positive
diagnosis of cancer in older women
than physical exam, while physical
exam had a significantly higher incidence (39% compared to 160) of true
positive diagnosis in younger women.
(True positive means that a mass
diagnosed as cancer by either method
was proven to be a cancer when biopsied and examined under a microscope.)
A probable reason for mammography's poor record in younger women
is the difference in breast structure.
A premenopausal woman has denser, more
glandular breasts, and mammography
is less effective than in postmenopausal women whose breasts are
more fatty and permit more penetration of the x-rays.

The American College of Radiology
which has an undeniable vested interest
in promoting the use of x-rays - recommends annual mammography for all
women over 50 as a screening device.
Their rationale is probably based on
several factors:
(1) risk of breast
cancer increases with age; the mean
age of women who have breast cancer
is 60-61;
(2) the previously mentioned
difference in structure which
allows better sensitivity of diagnosis
after 50, and (3) the rather cavalier
statement that the risks are out-

weighed by the benefits - that is to
say, since any cancers which may be
actually produced by the mammogram
(more about this later on) will not
show up for 10-20 years or more, and
these women are already over 50 and
therefore have a shorter future lifespan in which to develop radiation induced cancers, the risk of producing
cancer is outweighed by the benefits
of earlier detection of already-exist-

Dr. Devitt, an Ottawa specialist
recognized as an authority on breas
diseases, feels after many years of
experience that mammography may not
be as useful as some doctors believ
in detecting cancer.

mammography gal,
28 false-positive

esult

ing cancers.

We, especially those of us over 50,
will have to decide how we feel about
this kind of attitude, which would
have us exposed yearly to a possible
cancer - inducing test on the assumption that we probably won't be around
long enough to develop the cancer anyway.

What about the cancer-inducing
potential of mammography? Well, there
is absolutely no doubt that some women
exposed to mammography will, after the
10 year latent period, subsequently
develop breast cancer as a result, not
to mention an increased risk of leukemia and lung cancer.
But how many?
According to the Journal of the
American Medical Association of March
1977, if the average woman gets an exposure of 2 rads per exam (a rad is a
measure of the amount of radiation
absorbed by the tissue exposed) and
is followed up for 31 years, for every
one million mammographies there will
be 125-500 breast cancers develop,
which will lead to 50-200 deaths.
If one million symptom-free women
age 35 or over are screened by mammography, 1500 unsuspected cases of
cancer may be found, however two-thirds
of these could have been found on careful physical examination alone.
Of
the remaining one-third, or 500 women,
whose cancer could be detected only by
mammography, the long-term survival
rate will be increased by 175 lives or
less. So - mammography of one million
women could save or prolong a maximum
of 175 lives by early detection of
breast cancer, while the breast cancers
it produces could cause the deaths of
50-200 women.

The use of mammography as a diagnostic aid in women who have some
breast symptoms, usually a palpable
lump, is also controversial.
With
many doctors, the usual work-up of a
woman with a breast lump consists of
several steps.
First, a careful
physical exam to determine the size,
location, mobility, and tenderness of
the lump, as well as any enlargement
of lymph glands in the armpit or chest.
Both breasts should be palpated in this
way, and a history taken of when the
lump was first noticed, any previous
breast problems, and any family history
of breast disease or breast cancer,
Often, if a simple cyst is suspected,
a needle will be inserted to attempt
to withdraw fluid - if fluid is present it is probably only a cyst, although the fluid should be examined
in the laboratory to be sure.
Next a mammography is done of
both breasts to look for any
suspicious masses.
Finally, if anything suspicious is found on physical exam and/or mammography, a
biopsy will be performed to remove
the lump and examine it under a
microscope for cancerous cells.

O
In a study of
1,026 consultations - that is, wome
who were sent to him by other docto
because of some breast symptoms - h
found that mammography missed six
cancers which were found on physica
exam and biopsy; mammography gave
28 false-positive results, 28 women
who were subjected to great anxiety
until biopsy proved their lumps to
non-cancerous.
quote Dr. Devitt:
"Mammography should be restricted t,
clinicians who require it to answer
the question:
Is this lesion suffi
iently likely to be cancer that biopsy is indicated?"
In other words
mammography should be used only whet
the doctor is suspicious about a lut
but needs the additional confirmatii
of mammography before deciding to d
a biopsy.
He feels that most breas
disorders can be successfully managed with out mammography.
I

Now - all this is not to say tha
mammography should be totally rejected.
It seems clear that there
are serious hazards to its use as a
screening tool in symptom-free womer
which we must all take into consideration.
However there may be a
place for it as a diagnostic aid, it
conjunction with competent physical
exam, when needed to decide if a biopsy is necessary. But a woman witF
a breast lump owes it, to herself to
see a doctor who has some expertise
dealing with breast disease. This
no time to trust in your family
doctor or just any old surgeon. Anc
go to that doctor armed with some
knowledge and understanding of the
risks, benefits, and alternatives.
Knowledge helps us deal with fear,
and enables us to deal with doctors.
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THE CONFEDERATION COLLEGE
OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY

THUNDER BAY DISTRICT

FALL PROGRAMS
FOR WOMEN
WOMEN IN THE WILDERNESS PART
is designed to teach you how to
be comfortable and competent in
1

the bush.

Starting date Sept.10 to Oct.29
Room 278
Wed. 7-10
Fee $30
LIFE SKILLS REFRESHER WORKSHOP
is an update for coaches.
Sept.25&26
Seminar Centre
8.30-4.30
Fee TBA
I.N.T.O. or Introduction to
Non-traditional Occupation's
has been the spring board for
many Lakehead women into "unusual " jobs usually not held
by women. See Canada Manpower
about training allowances. For
further imformation call applied
arts 475 6306.
Starts Sept. 9 time 9-3,Monday
to Friday till Oct 31.

STRESS MANAGEMENT FOR THE
PROFESSIONAL WOMAN
if you're juggling several roles
(job and wife, job and mother,
job and student or job and
everything), techniques to cope
and deal with stress.
Room 278
time 7-10
Sept.16 - Nov.18
Fee $25
OPPORTUNITY FOR CHANGE
if you've been working at home
and want to change direction,
you'll discover new options.
Room 182 Shuniah BLD. 1.15-3.15
Sept.16-Nov.18
Fee $5.00

WOMEN AND STRESS WORKSHOP
Room 115 Seminar Centre
Oct.6,7,8
8.30-4.30
Fee $65
EFFECTIVE SPEAKING
Room 110 Seminar Centre
Nov.7&9
8.30-4.30
Fee $25

scleatcl

*

Rising is a continuation o4 the
joutney began in Satt 5 Yeast

*

The poems chaiLt the authon's
/Using awakeness and potiticae
gtowth az a woman invoZved in
women's issues

Fee $20

ALSO "A DAY ON BURNOUT "
by Jean Wood deals with problems
and solutions for women in organizations. Includes dinner,
at 7

ILLUSIONS & REALITIES for Women
in Organizations a workshop by
Jean Wood, Manager, U.S. Group
Pensions, Manulife. Includes
dinner. Afternoon Shuniah BLD.,
Evening Ryan BLD., dinner in
the Staff lounge cash bar @7pm
6-10pm
November 13
Reg. before Nov.7
Fee $10
ALSO

EFFECTIVE SPEAKING PART
with Rosalie Wolanski, techniques
and practice helps you to become
an effective speaker.
Room 333 Shuniah BLD.
7-10pm
Sept.16-Nov.18
Fee $30
1

WOMEN, SOCIETY AND CHANGE
is one of the most popular
courses offered by Women's Profuther imformation
grams.
call app. arts 475 6306
Starting date TBA
Fee $25
POEN TO PUBLIC
ILLUSIONS & REALITIES for Women
in Organizations a workshop by
Jean Wood, U.S. Group Pensions
Manager, Manulife. Includes
dinner - staff lounge cash bar.
6-10p.m.
Nov.13
Shuniah Building
Fee $10 Register prior Nov.7

FINANCIAL PLANNING FOR WOMENPART 11, with Lauretta Johnson
Follows part 1, deeper into the
financial world of business,
stock market etc.
Room 278 Shuniah BLD,7.30-9.30
Starts Sept.15 to Nov.24

rag

1411/

Pk!

"A DAY ON BURNOUT "
by Jean Wood deals with problems
and solutions for women in organizations. Includes lunch,
also coffee and materials
9-4pm
Novermber 14
Fee $30
Reg. before Nov.7
Both open to the public*
.

.

WOMEN KNOW YOUR CAR
how to do basic procedures yourself and how not to feel like a
"lamb to the slaughter " when
you walk into a garage. Will
easily save you the $15 course
fee.
time 7-10
Starts Sept.8 to Oct. 6

qtraeak

)
copies of RISING @ $5.00 each
Please send me (
),
Enclosed is a cheque or money order for (
which includes postage, payable to:

NORTHERN WOMAN JOURNAL, 316 Bay St., Thunder Bay,
Ontario, P7B 1S1
Name

Organization
Address

WustAations by Peggy Havet
*

Pitoduced by the Notthetn Woman
Joutnat.
Ate pkoceedz dedicated
to he't suAvivae.

Please note this book is available to women's
groups/organizations at the price of $3.50 for
10 or more copies.
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